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FINITELY GENERATED EXTENSIONS OF

PARTIAL DIFFERENCE FIELDS

BY

PETER EVANOVICH1

Abstract. A proof of the following theorem is given: If 'DU is a finitely generated

extension of a partial difference field ÍK then every subextension of 9H/5C is finitely

generated. An integral measure of partial difference field extensions having proper-

ties similar to the dimension of field extensions and the limit degree of ordinary

difference field extensions and a new method of computing transformal transcen-

dence degree are developed.

1. Introduction. The objective here is to show that subextensions of finitely

generated difference field extensions are finitely generated (Theorem 1 ).

Throughout we adopt the definitions and notation developed by Cohn [3] and

Bentsen [1,2]. In particular, a difference field DC = (K; ax,...,an) is a field AT and a

finite number, a,,...,on, n > 1, of pairwise commuting isomorphisms of K into

itself. If 911 = (M; ax,... ,an) is an extension of DC, A9H/DC denotes the degree of

transformal transcendence of 91L/DC [2, pp. 18-30; 3, pp. 118-126], and if S is a

subset of M, DC(S) denotes the subextension of 91L/DCgenerated by S [1, §§2 and 3].

The proof of Theorem 1, when 911 has one transforming operator, is given by

Cohn [3, pp. 145-146]. The notion of limit degree is of prime importance in Cohn's

proof and is inductively extended here (§3) for partial difference field extensions.

If DC is inversive (each a, is an automorphism of K) [1, §3] and 911 is the inversive

closure of a finitely generated extension of DC, then Theorem 1 implies the following

corollary: Every inversive subextension of 91L/DC is the inversive closure of a finitely

generated extension of DC. For suppose 911 is the inversive closure of %(S), S a

finite subset of M, and £ is an inversive subextension of 91L/DC. From Theorem 1

£ n DC ( S } is a finitely generated extension of K and the inversive closure of

£ n DC(S> in 911 is £, for if x E L then there exist positive integers kx,...,k„ such

thatj = ak' ■■■ak"(x) E K (S) and therefore j> EL n K( S). This corollary, when

the underlying extension of 9H/DC is separable algebraic, follows from Theorem 2.1

of [6]. In the case of separable algebraic extensions, Theorem 2.1 of [6] is stronger

than Theorem 1 of this paper in that the transforming operators are not required to

commute on M.
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The following notation will be adopted throughout the paper, if DC = (A'; ax,... ,o„)

is a difference field, S E K, and a,,... ,a¡ is a nonempty subcollection of ax,...,an

then

5("'i.0,») = {of',. ■ .,a/kk(s)\s E S andjx,... ,jk are nonnegative integers].

For A: = 0,1,2,...,  define Sk= Uk=0o'(S(a'."--'>). (If n = 1, 5<ai.•■-■> = S.)

Also, if DC is a subfield of £ = (L; a,,... ,an) and £ is a subset of the field L then the

underlying field of DC(£) will be denoted by K (T).

Finally, if i = (/,,.. .,/„), j = (j\,...,j„) are vectors with integral coordinates,

i 3= j will mean that ik ** jk, k = I,_n.

2. Limit transcendence degree. Let t= (L; ax,...,a„) be a finitely generated

extension of DC= (K; ax,. ..,on) and 5 a finite set of generators of £/DC. For

Â:= 1,2,..., let

8k = à(K(Sk);ox,...,o„_x)/(K(Sk_x);ox,...,an_x).

(We adopt the conventions that, when n = 1, (K(Sk); ax,...,on_x) = K(Sk), 8k is

the transcendence degree of K(Sk)/K(Sk_x) and bases of transformal transcendence

are transcendence bases.) Since a„ is an isomorphism and, for k = 1,2,..., K(Sk+x)

and K(Sk) can be obtained by adjoining the same set of elements to a„(K(Sk)) and

an(K(Sk_x)), respectively, it follows that 8k+x <8k, k = 1,2,_Define the limit

(transformal) transcendence degree of £/DC, A/E/DC, by

A/£/DC=min{Sjjv = 1,2,... }.

Since (K(Sk); ax,...,an_x)/(K(Sk_x); ax,.. .,an_x) is finitely generated, k =

1,2,..., A/£/DC is a nonnegative integer.

Lemma 1. A,£/DC= A£/DC.

Proof. Choose k0 such that if k > k0 then 8k = A/E/DC, and select TES such

that ak°(T) is a basis of transformal transcendence of

{K(SJ;ax,...,an_x)/(K{Sko_x);ax,...,an_x).

Let/7 £ {0,1,2,...}, then ak°+p(T) is a basis of transformal transcendence of

{op{K(Sko));ax,...,on_x)/(op(K{Sko_x));ox,...,an_x)

and so must contain a basis of transformal transcendence of

(K(sk0+P); a!..-.>an-i)/(*(S*0+/,-i); ax,...,a„_x).

Since A,£/DC= S*o = 8ko+p, it follows that ako+p(T) is a basis of transformal

transcendence of (K(Sko+p); ax,...,an_x)/(K(Sko+p_x); ax,...,an_x). It also fol-

lows that Up°=0oko+p(T''i.a"-')) is algebraically independent over AT and, thus,

ak°(T) is transformally algebraically independent over K. Since ak°(T) can be

extended to a basis of transformal transcendence of £/DC, it follows that

A/£/DC = |an*»(r)|<A£/DC.

(As we shall see, ak°(T) is a basis of transformal transcendence of £/DC.)
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To show that A £/DC =s A,£/DC, again choose k0 such that 8k = Aft/% if k > k0.

Let A = A£/DCand c- A(K(Sko_x); ax,...,a„_x)/(K; o„...,on_,). Then, for p =

0,1,2,...,

A(K{sko+p);ox,...,on_x)/(K;ox,...,o„_x) = (p+l)8ko + c.

If Z is a basis of transformal transcendence of £/DC contained in 5 then, for

p = 0,1,2,..., yjkl^pa'n(Z) is a transformally independent set over (AT; ax,...,an_x).

Sinœ | U*£+^(Z)|= (*„ + />+ 1)A,

(/> + l)8ko + c>(k0 + p+l)A.

Letting p -» + oo we see A,£/DC = 5A  > A.

Corollary 1. // £/DC is a finitely generated extension then A,£/DC is independent of

the finite set of generators and the transforming operator chosen as an which are used to

define A,L/K.

Corollary 2. //91t is a finitely generated extension of%, and £ a subextension of

<Vk/%then

A/911/DC = A/911/E + A,£/DC.

Corollary 3 (to the proof of Lemma 1). // £ = DC(S), 151< oo, is a finitely

generated extension of the difference field DC, then there is a finite subset Z E S such

that Z is a basis of transformal transcendence of £/DC and if k0 is a positive integer

such that

A,t/%=A(K(Sk);ox,...,o^x)/(K(Sk_x);ax,...,„„_,)

ifk>k0 then ok(Z) is a basis of transformal transcendence of

(K(Sk);ax,...,on_x)/(K(Sk.x);ax,...,on_x)   if k > k0.

Proof. It follows from the proof of Lemma 1 that if

Alt/%=A(K(Sko);ax,...,an_x)/(K{Sk^x);ox,...,a„_x)

Z E S is chosen so that ak(Z) is a basis of transformal transcendence of

(K(Sk); ax,... ,a„_x)/(K(Sk_x); ax,... ,an_x) if k > k0 then ak"(Z) is a basis of

transformal transcendence of £/DC. Since an is an isomorphism, it follows that

\Z\ = \ak°(Z)\= At/%, and since an(K) E K any relation of transformal depen-

dence of the elements of Z over DC yields a relation of transformal dependence of the

elements of ak°(Z) over DC and it follows that Z is a basis of transformal

transcendence of £/DC.

Example. Let K be the field of complex numbers x0, xx, x2,...; y0, yx, y2,...

algebraically independent over K and tx, t2,... elements in the algebraic closure of

K(x0, xx,. . .; y0, yx,. . .)   such   that   tf  = xJ + .y,,  ;'= 1, 2,-   If   L =

K(x0, xx,...\ y0, yx,...; tx,t2,...) and a is the isomorphism of L into itself defined

by a(z) = z if z E K, a(Xj) — xJ+x, a(yj) = y¡+x and a(tj) = tJ+x then a defines

difference fields on L and K. Let DC = (DC; a) and E = (L; a).
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Note that £ = DC(S>, S = {x, y, /,}, and Z = [x, y) Ç S is a basis of transfor-

mal transcendence of E/DC. However, when k £ {1,2,...}, ok(Z) is not a transcen-

dence basis of K(Sk)/K(Sk_x) since {o(x), o(y)) = {xx, yx) is not algebraically

independent over K(x, y, tx). In fact, (xx, yx) satisfies X + Y = t2.

Let £ = (L; a,,.. . ,a„) be a difference field extension of DC= (K; ax,...,a„),

S E L, (£{1,2,...,«} and /,, ;',+ 1,...,/„ positive integers. We will use

S*(i„, /„_,,...,/',) to represent

/„-i '„-¡-i

Uo'(S"".•- ->)u   U oi»ai_x(s<°<."»-')
(=0 (=0

u---u {Jo>.o;l-{o¡(s<°>.°<->)
i=0

and S(i„, /„_„...,/,) = S*(i„, /„_,.i!+x, i, + 1).

Note, if t = n and /'„ is a positive integer then S(in) = S¡ and S*(in) — S, _,.

Let £ = (L; ax,...,an) be a finitely generated extension of DC = (K; ax,...,a„),

£ = DC(S>,|5|< oo, and k„ be chosen so that

A = Afi/%= A(K(S(i„));ox,...,c„_x)/(K(S*(in));ax.a„_x)

if in>k„.

Suppose n > 1. Since

A(K(S(k„));a.,«„_,)/( K(S*(kJ); a„.. .,a„_,)

= A/(^(S(fc„));aI,...,an_,)/(/í:(S*(A:n));a1,...,a„_1)

there exists a positive integer /<„_, such that if /„_, > kn_, then

A = A(/C(5(^,„,„_,)); a,,...,a^2)/(A-(5*(A:„,/„_,)); a,,...,a„_2).

Since a„ is an isomorphism and both K(S(in, in_x)) and A^(,S*(¿„,/„_,)) can be

obtained by adjoining the same set of elements to a^~k"(K(S(kn, /„_,))) and

a^~k-(K(S*(kn, /'„_,))), respectively, it follows that

A = A,(K(S(i„)); ax,...,an_x)/(K(S*(in)); a„...,a„_,)

<A(K(S(in,i„_x));ax,...,an_2)/(K(S*(i„,i„^));ax,...,<j„_2)

<A(oi»-k»K(S(kn, /„_,)); ox,...,on_2)/(o^-k-K(S*(kn, /„_,)); a,,. ..,a„_2)

= A    if/.**,,.

Thus, if/„>/cnand/n_, >*:„_,

A = A(tf(S(L„ /„_,)); o„...,o„_2)/(/S:(5*(i„, /„_,)); a,.a„_2).

Furthermore, if Z ç S is chosen so that «^"(^-¡'(Z) is a basis of transformal

transcendence of

(K(S(kn,k„_x));ox,...,an_2)/(K(S*(kn,kn_x));ax,...,a„_2)

then oñ"an'í.-,'(Z) is a basis of transformal transcendence of

(K(S(in,in_x));ox,...,on_2)/(K(S*(i„,in_x));ox,...,o„_2)
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if /„ > kn and /„_, > kn_x. From Corollary 3 it follows that o'n"(Z) is a basis of

transformal transcendence of (K(S(in)); ax, — an_x)/(K(S*(in)); a,,... ,a„_,) if

/„ > /c„, and thus, Z is a basis of transformal transcendence of E/DC.

We can inductively extend these ideas to show there exist positive integers kx,

k2,... ,kn and a set Z Q S such that

(1) Z is a basis of transformal transcendence of E/DC,

(2) if t E {1,2,...,«} and ¿7 > /cy, j — t,...,n, then rr,j" - - ■ at''(Z) is a basis of

transformal transcendence of

(K(S(in,...,it));ax,...,ol_x)/{K(S*(,n,...,il));ax,...,oi_x)

and A( £/DC ) is the transcendence degree of this extension.

Definition. If£ = DC(S)isa finitely generated difference field extension of K,

and Z E S is chosen to satisfy (1) and (2) above for a set of positive integers kx,

k2,...,k„ then Z is called a limit basis of transformal transcendence of E/DC.

Corollary 4. Suppose £= (L; a,,...,o-„) ¿s a finitely generated extension of

DC = (A'; a,,...,an), £ = DC(S), |S|< oo, and Z ES is a limit basis of transformal

transcendence chosen to satisfy (2) above for the positive integers kx,... ,kn. Ifi\,.- .,/'„

are positive integers with ij > kj,j — \,...,n, then T = Z(°.•°") ~ Z(in,...,/',) is an

algebraically independent set over K(S(in,...,/,)).

Proof. If not, there exist positive integers /,,...,/'„ such that iJ~5*kj,j= l,...,n,

and   T = Z(0.a")   ~ Z(in,. ..,/',)   is   an   algebraically   dependent   set   over

K(S(i„,.. .,,,))• Choose a finite set U E T such that U is an algebraically dependent

set over K(S(in,...,/",)). Let t be the largest integer for which there is an element of

U whose order with respect to a, is greater than it. (The definition of T guarantees

the existence of r.) Then let /, denote the maximum of the orders of the elements of

U with respect to a,.

Note that if a/1 • • • oJ,"(z), z £ Z, is an element of U then jk = ik ii k> t and

j, < /,. Letting ojf ■ ■ ■ a,V,'a/' = a/' and (,„,.. .,it+x, I,) = (I,) ii t = n, and Aia>.0»>

= A if A E L we see that

UD a'-o-,V,'o-/'(Z(o'."'-•>) ^ 0

(so U n oj.a,V,'ff/'(S(0.■'-■>) =* 0), and

UEZ(in,...,il+x,l,)

= Z*(i„,...,il+X,lt) U a^" • • ■ o;no,<iZ<°i-   •"->)

Ç S*(i„,...,/,+ 1, /,) U o.'- • ■•a,V1>o,''<(S(o'."'-1')

— 5('„,... ,',+ |, /,)•

Since Í7is an algebraically dependent set over K(S(i„,...,ix)) and K(S(in,...,,',))

Ç ÁTS*(/„,...,/',+ „/,)) it follows that U is an algebraically dependent set over

K(S*(in,.. .,(,+ „ I,)). Since í/ D oj- • • • a;^oj'(Z(a.■»-■>) # 0 and

Í/ Ç Ä-(S*(/.,/,+ 1, L)) U o¿- • • • a^'a/'CZC.•-.))
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we  see  that  o'n* ■ ■ ■ a/4+,lo-/'(Z<a|."'-1')  is  an  algebraically dependent  set  over

K(S*(in,...,il+x, I,)) and hence, a'n" ■ • ■ o¡£{o¡-(Z) is not a basis of transformal

transcendence of

(K(S(in,...,il+x,ll));ax,...,ol_x)/(K(S*(in,...,il+x,ll));ax.„,_,).

Since ij > kj if j > t and lt> /', > kt, this contradicts Z being a limit basis of

transformal transcendence satisfying (2) above for the positive integers kx, k2,...,k„.

Remark. Throughout the remainder of this paper a transcendence basis of an

extension E/DC will always be selected so as to be a limit transcendence basis of

E/DC.

3. An invariant of difference field extensions. Let 911 = (M; a,,... ,a„) be a

difference field and £= (L; a,,...,aB), DC= (K; a,,...,an) be difference subfields

of 9H with Ld K. We will inductively define a measure, ld„(91t/DC), of difference

field extensions with values in the set consisting of the positive integers and + oo

and having the following properties:

(Id 1). If there is a finite set S E M such that 91L = £(5) then there exists a finitely

generated extension %' of % contained in tsuch that ld„(91t/£) = ld„(DC'(S)/DC').

(Id2). // S is a set of elements in M then ld„(£(S>/DC(5» < ld„(£/DC) and

ld„(£(5>/E)<ldn(DC(5>/DC). Equality will hold in both if S is a transformally
algebraically independent set over £.

(Id3). Iff is a difference field with subfield%' and <j> is an isomorphism of tonto E'

such that<t>(K) = K' then ld„(E/DC) = ld„(£'/DC').

(Id4). // E/DC is finitely generated then 0 = A E/DC, the degree of transformal

transcendence oft/%, if and only //ld„(£/DC) < oo.

(Id5). ld„(91L/DC) = ld„(91L/ß) ■ ld„(£/DC).
If n = 1, so 911, E, % are ordinary difference fields, we define Id, to be ordinary

limit degree [3, Chapter 5, §16]. The verifications of (ldl), (ld2), and (ld3) for Id, are

identical to the verifications of these properties in the induction step to follow except

that where induction hypotheses are used one should invoke the proper part of

Theorem III of the introduction in [3]. Verification of (ld4) can be found on p. 136

of [3] and (ld5) is Theorem XII of Chapter 5 in [3].

Suppose now ld„ , has been defined for difference field extensions having n — 1

transforming operators.

Let £ = (L; a,,... ,a„) be an extension of DC = (K; ax,... ,an). Assume first that

E/DC is finitely generated, say £ = DC ( S ) where S is some finite subset of L. For

each nonnegative integer m, 9lm = (K(Sm); a,,... ,a„_x) is a finitely generated

extension of 9tm_,. (Define K(S_X) = A".) Using (ld3) and (ld2) we have

ld„_,(9lm/9Lm_1)^ld„_1(9lm+1/9Lm). Let a be the limit as m - « of

ldn_ i(9lm/9lm_,): a = oo or a is a positive integer.

The proof that a above is independent of the choice of generators of £/DC is

exactly the proof of this fact for Id,, found on p. 136 of [3], when dimension of field

extension is replaced by ld„_, and "(a) of Theorem III" is replaced by (ld5) of the

inductive assumption. We then define ld„(£/DC) = a.
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If £/DC is not finitely generated we define Id„(E/DC) to be the maximum of

ld„(91t/DC) when 9H/DC is a finitely generated subextension of E/DC, if the maxi-

mum exists and oo if it does not. As in the case of limit degrees of ordinary

difference fields it follows that if E/DC is finitely generated then ld„(£/DC) is also the

maximum of the limit degrees of the finitely generated subextensions of E/DC (see

[3, p. 136]).
We now verify (ldl)-(ld5) for ld„. Let 9H, E, DC be as in the first paragraph of this

section.

Suppose 9H = £(S> for some finite subset S of M. Choose k0 sufficiently large so

that if k> k0, ld„(91t/E) = ld„_,(9l,/9l,_,) where %k = (L(Sk); ox,...,an_x).

Choose a finite subset Y of L(Sk ) such that

ld„(9Tl/£) = ld„_1(A'(yo,S,o);a„...,an„1)/(^(^,5,o_,);a1,...,a„_1).

Writing each y E Y as a quotient of polynomials in the elements of Sk with

coefficients in L let Z be the finite collection of coefficients of these polynomials. Let

K' be the underlying field of DC' = DC(Z>. K' E L and DC'/DC is finitely generated.

Using our inductive assumptions we have, for k > k0,

ldn(9H/E) = ld„_,(9L,o/9L,o_,)

= ldn_x({K'{Sko);ox,...,on_x)/(K'{sko_x);o],...,on_x))

>ld„_x((K'(Sk);ax,...,a„_x)/(K'(Sk_x);ax,...,an_x))

>ld„_1(9l,/9L,_1) = ld„(91l/E).

Hence, ld„(91t/£) = ld„(DC'(S>/DC'), and (ldl) is established.

Let S E M and %(S)— (F; ax,...,on). U F is a finite subset of L then, by the

induction hypothesis,

\dn-ÁF(Vk);ax,...,a^x)/(F(Vk_x);ox,...,a^x)

^ldn_x(K(Vk);ox,...,an_x)/(K(Vk_x);ox,...,a^x)

for each positive integer k. Since Kis arbitrary it follows that ld„(£( S)/%(S)) *£

Id„(E/DC). If 5 is transformally algebraically independent over E then Uaj(.S')

(i = 0,1,...) is transformally algebraically independent over (L; ax,...,an_x). Hence,

if F is a finite subset of L,

ldn.x{K(Vk);ox,...,o^x)/(K(Vk_x);ax,...,on_x)

= \d„.x(F(Vk);cx.on_x)/(F(Vk_x);ox,...,on_x)

for each positive integer k. Since V is arbitrary this equality is enough to insure that

ldn(£<5>/DC<S» = ld„(9H/£).
For each positive integer k and finite subset V of S

ldn_x(L(Vk);ox,...,on„x)/(L(Vk_x);ox,...,on_x))

<ldn_x(K(Vk);ax,...,an_x)/(K(Vk_x);ox,...,on_x),
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with equality if S and hence Ua,¡(F) (/' = 1.k) is transformally algebraically

independent over £ and (L; ax,...,on_x), respectively. Hence, ld„(£(S)/£) <

ldn(%(S)/%) with equality if S is transformally independent over Ê. This estab-

lishes (ld2).

(Id3) is easy.

To verify (ld4) suppose E = DC (5) where S is a finite set and, for k = 1,2,..., let

%k = (K(Sk); ox,...,on_x)and8k = A%k/%k_x.

If A E/DC = 0 then there is a A:0 such that if k^ k0 then 8k = 0 since the

transcendence degree and limit transcendence degree are equal. The induction

hypothesis implies ldn_x%k/%k_, < oo ii k > k0 and hence, Id„E/DC < oo.

If ld„£/DC< oo then there is a k0 such that if k > k0 then ldn_l%k/%k_x < oo,

and then the induction hypothesis implies 8k = Oif k> k0. Hence A E/DC = 0.

The verification of (ld5) is exactly that of the proof of (ld5) for ordinary difference

fields given by Cohn in [3, Theorem XII, p. 137] provided the appropriate modifica-

tions are made, including replacing ordinary transcendence degree by partial tran-

scendence degree [2, pp. 18-30], replacing the dimension of field extensions by

ldn_,, and invoking our induction hypothesis when Cohn invokes Theorem III of

the introduction of [3].

4. Finitely generated extensions of difference fields. Throughout this section

91L = (M; ox,...,on) will be a finitely generated extension of %= (K; ox,...,on)

and t = (L; ox,...,on) will be subextension of 9H/DC.

The following notation will be adopted. If S E M, k is an integer such that

n ^ k > 1 and i = (ik, ik_,,...,/,) is a A:-tuple of positive integers then

S*(k,i) = tj ok(S("'.•*-■>)
i=0

k-\

U   U OJ? ■ ■ ■ ff¿*T#
/=1

U o'k-j(Sia*.°^-i))
i=0

and

S(k,i) = S*(k,(ik,...,i2,ix + 1)).

In the definitions of S*(k,i) and S(k,i) given above and in the remainder of this

section the symbol S(°'.ao) is used to denote S, and if k = 1, S*(k, i) = U^'a^S).

Let S EM, m, jx, kx be integers with n 3s m >jx >kx>\, aJt, aJt^x,...,ak¡

nonnegative integers and im = iko-x,-- -,ijx+\ positive integers. If a, = (ajr — ak¡)

and i, =(iko_x,...,iJi + x)then

i--i

S*(m,i„a,)=  U^S"1.•—>)
i=0

m-j,-\

u   U   <
y-i

• "¡T-jVi U   <_y(5"".--y-))
i=0
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and

S(m,ii,*x) = S*(m,ix,ax)Uo'r---o,f>+xx(T)

where

T= U o"» ■ ■ ■ o^(S<°>.•*.-))       (0<aJ<aJJ = kl,...Jl).

(lijx=m- 1, take S*(m,ix,ax) = U'^oW.■-«>).) If kx > 1, /*,_„...,/,

are positive integers and i2 denotes (ik _,,...,/,), we define

S*(m,i,,a,,i2) = S*(m,i,,a,) U A

where

A =     U     o¿- • ■ ■ ̂V+¡<' ■ • • o^(S*(kx - l,i2)),
»y,.a*i

Q<aj<aj,j = kx,...,jx and S(m,i,,a,,i2) = S*(m,ix,ax,(iki_x,...,i2, /, + 1)).

We inductively extend the definitions of S( ■ ) and S*( • ) as follows. Let S C M;

m, jx, kx,...,j,, k, be integers with n > m >_/',, j,> k¡, I = l,...,t, k¡>jl+x + 1,

/= l,...,t, and kt> 1; aJt, au_x,... ,ak¡; aj2, ah_x,...,ak¿ .. .;Uji, aj_x,...,ak¡

nonnegative integers; and im = iE0_„...,i/l+I; »*l-i,...,«/2+i; •• • ;'*,_,-i»"-«iy,+ i

positive integers. For /= 1,...,/ we write a, and i, for (a-, a■_„...,at ) and

('*,-,-!'• • •''>#+1)' resPectively- Then

5*(m,i„a,,...,i„a() = S*(w,iI,a() U 5

where

Ä=      U     o^---a^xXa^...a^(C),

0 < ay < Oj,j = kx,...,jx and C = S*(kx - l,i2,a2,.. .,i„a,). Also,

S(m,i,,a,,...,i,,a,) = S*(m,ix,ax) U D

where

D=      U     o¿---¿j;;xxo»n...0^(E),

0^aJ<aJ,j = kx,...,jx and£ = S(kx - l,i2,a2,... ,i„a,).

Now, let k, > 1, ik-\, ik_2,...,ix  be positive. integers and let i,+ ,  denote

(ik_„...,/',). Then,

S*(w,i1,a,,...,i,,af,i,+ 1) = S*(m,i,,a,) U F

where

F=     U     ^■■■^:x^...o^(G),
«j,.«*,

0<oy<ay,> = kx,...,jx andG = S*(fc, - l,i2,a2,...,i„a„i,+ 1). Also,

S(w,i,,a,,...,i„a„i,+1) = S'*(»i,iI,a1,...,ií,ar,(íJfc|_I,...,i2, /, + l)).
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Finally, if a = (am,... ,Oj) with m >j we define

S(m,a)=     (J    a"-• • • 0//(S(o'."'-•>).
0«Sa,«a,

If m — n we suppress the use of n in the above notation and write, for example,

S'*(i1,a1,...,i„a,)forS*(n,i1,a.i,,a,).

Remark. The notation developed above conforms in appearance to its usage in

the remainder of this section. In particular the ay-vectors will be regarded as fixed

and the i -vectors will be allowed to vary. Further, the definitions of C and G above

may not seem to conform to the above notations since there are no i, and a, vectors

present. C and G can be viewed, respectively, as S*(kx — l,i',,a',,... ,i',_i,a'r-i) and

S*(kx - l,r„«'lt...,!',_„■;_„ i',) where ij = \J+x,j = l,...,t and ^ = aJ+x, j =

l,...,t- 1.

Example. To illustrate the above definitions let n = 5 and a2, aA be fixed

nonnegative integers. For positive integers i5, i3, i2 and /',,

S(3,(i3,i2,ix)) = S*(3,(i3,i2, /, + !))

'S"'

U o,'(5(","ï)) U 0-3'
( = 0

'2-1

U (s(ai>)
1=0

U o^oj2 U a[(S)
i=0

S*(5,(/5),(a4),(,3),(a2))= LU(S(<".°>x) U  Ü o?J 'tj' a*(S<"'^)L
1=0 y=o \ fr=o /

S(5,(i5),(fl4),(i3),(a2))

1,-1 «4

= U °i(s<°'.°>]) u U oifoi
;=0 y=o

U ok(S^-^) U  U oMS(B,))
k=0 1=0

and

S(5,(i5),(fl4),(/3),(fl2),(i1))

lj-1 a 4

=  (J ^(S(0'."«>) U   (J cr^a,
( = 0 7=0

/,-!

U a*(S<°^>) U   U o^o'l   (J «f(S)
A: = 0 /=0 \ p = 0 j

Lemma 2. Lei S ¿>e a finite set of generators ofGJ\L/%;jx, fc,,.. .,j„ k, integers with

n > Ju Ji > k„ I = I,.. . ,t, k, >j,+ l + 1, / = 1,.. . ,t, and k, > 1; aJt,
a¡ _x,...,ak;...;uj, a¡_x,...,ak nonnegative integers; and U a finite subset of L.

There exist positive integers bn, b„_x,... ,bJ¡ + x; bk<_x,... ,bJi+x\.. .;bki i_x,.. .,bh+2

(*«> Vi.*A+i;*tr.Vii-iVi-i.V.+i ifj, + 2 = k,_l), a non-
negative integer aj+x  and a finite subset  V of L containing U such that if in,

/„_],... W_/, + i> '*,-I'- • • >lJ2+l>- • •'■>     '*,_,-1>- • • '      lj,+2     0n> 'n-l>- • • 'lji + l'

ikt_x,...,ih+];...; iki _,_„...,';,_, + ! ifj, + 2 = k,_x) are positive integers with each

i: > bj and W is a finite subset of L containing V then

Lr\K(W){S(\x,ax,...,\„*,))

EK(W)(s(\x,*x,...,\,_x,2it_x,{ik^_x,...,iJi+2),(aJi+x)))
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where im = (ikm_^-\,-■ ■ ,ijm+\)andam = (ajm,...,akJ,m = I,... ,t andk0 - l = n.

(LnA-(^)(S(i,,a1,...,i„a,))

çK(W)(s(ix,*x,...,\t-l,{aJ^,...,aki ,, «;,+ ,)))

ifj, + 2 = *,_,.)

Proof. Throughout this proof If will be used to denote finite subsets of L, t.d.

and A will be used to denote transcendence degree and transformal transcendence

degree, respectively, the notation \m will be reserved for positive integral vectors of

the form (ik _„...,1^+,), m = l,...,t, k0- 1 = n and am = (aJm,...,akJ, m =

1.t.

The proof is by induction on k = kt— 1. The proof for A = 0 and the induction

step are carried out simultaneously.

For positive integral vectors i,,..., i, define

8(1,.i,)

= A(L(S(i1,a,,...,i„a,));a1,...,aJ/(L(S*(i1,a1,...,i/,aí)):a,,...,aJ).

(If A: = 0,

o(Í„...,i/) = t.d.L(5(i1,a1,...,¡„a,))/L(S*(¡1,a1,...,if,aí)).)

Let im and \'m for m- l,...,t, be positive integral vectors such that i'm > \m,

m — l,...,t, and t be the isomorphism üa^-'" (&„,_, — 1 >/? >jm + l, m —

1,.. ,,r). Since

(L(S(i'„«„...,i'„«,));ff„..., aj

and

(LiS'O',,»,,...,!',,«,));«,,...,^)

can be obtained by adjoining the same set of elements to

(r(L(S(ix,*x,...,it,a,)));ox,...,ok)

and

(T(L(S*(ix,al,...,it,at)));ox,...,ok),

respectively, it follows that S(i'„... ,i't) < 8(\x,... ,i,), and if A is a basis of transfor-

mal transcendence of

(L(5(i1,a1,...,i„a,));a1,...,aJ/(L(5*(il,a1,...,i,,a/));a,,...,a,)

then t(A) contains a basis of transformal transcendence of

(L(5(i'1,a1,...,i'„a/));a1,...,aJ/(L(5*(i'1,a1„..,i'i,ar));a,,...,aJ.

Hence, we can choose positive integral vectors cm = (ck _x,...,c¡ +,), m = l,...,t,

and a finite subset Z of

U  op •••»;*. •..„•*...ofr(s)
0<a,«a,
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such that if im s* cm, m = l,...,r, then S(i,,.. .,i,) = 5(c,.c,) and p(Z) where

is a basis of transformal transcendence of

(L(5(i,,a1,...,i,,a,));a1,...,aJ/(L(S*(i1,a1,...,i,,a,));a1,...,aJ.

(If k = 0 the argument given above, with L(S(ix,ax,... ,i,,a,)) replacing

(L(5(i1,a,,...,ii,a,));al,...,aA),

L(S*(i„a,,..  ,i„ a,)) replacing

(L(S*(il,ax,...,i„*t));ox,...,ok)

and the word transcendence replacing the words transformal transcendence,

guarantees positive integral vectors c,,... ,c, and a finite set

ZE     U    o*'---oft---Oj'«.-.afr(S)
0«a,«;a,

such that if im > cm, m = 1,...,/, then 8(i,,...,i,) = 8(cx,.. . ,c,) and p(Z) is a

transcendence base for L(S(i,, a,,.. .,i„a,))/L(S*(i,, a„... ,i„ a,)).)

For positive integral vectors i,,...,i, let Y— Y(ix,.. .,i,) = p(Z(a>.°k)). (Recall

that if k = 0 Z<0'.°k) = Z.) Henceforth, when the symbol Fis used in conjunction

with an S(-) or S*(-) the vectors i ,j' — l,...,r, used to define Y will be the vector

ij, j= l,...,t, used to define S(-) or S*(-). For example, when we write

K(Y, S(ix, a,,. . . ,if, a,)),    Y   means    F(i,,. . . ,i,),   and   when   we   write

K(Y, S*(i,,a,.i'„a„i',+ ,)), F means Y(i\,... ,i't). If iy > c,,;' = 1,...,/, then the

degree of transformal transcendence of

(L(y,S(i1,a1,...,i„a,));a1,...,aJ/(L(F,5*(i1,a1,...,i„a,));a1,...,aA)

is zero and so this extension has finite ldk.(lî k — 0, the transcendence degree of

L(y,5(i1,a,,...,i„a,))/L(F,S(i,,a1,...,i„ai))

is zero and this extension has finite degree.)

If k > 0 (ld2) and the definition of ldA guarantee the existence of nonnegative

integral vectors d(l, 1),... ,d(l, /) with d(l, j) > Cj,j = l,...,t, nonnegative integers

a(l, 1),...,a(l, k) and a positive integer a such that if i; > d(l, j),j = l,...,t, and

ij^a(\,j),j= l,...,k, then

(1)

a = ldk(L(Y,S(ix,ax,...,i„al));ax,...,ak)/

(L(Y,S*(ix,ax,...,i„a,));ox,...,ok)

= L(7,5(i1,a1,...,i„a„(/„...,/1))):L(F,S*(i1,a1,...,i„a„(i„...,/1)))

Select a finite subset ViX) of L containing U such that if W D V(X),

a = ldk{K(W)(Y,S(d(l,l),ax,...,d(l,t),a!));a],...,ak)/

K(W)(Y,S*{d(l,l),zx,...,d(l,t),a,);ox,...,ok)
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and

a = A'<H/>(F,5(d(l,l),al,...,d(l,/),a„(a(l,A:),...,a(l,l)))):

K(W)(Y,S*(à(l,l),ax,...,d(l,t),a„(a(l,k),...,a(l,l)))).

UWD V°\ \j > d(l, j),j = 1,...,/, and ij>a(l,j),j= l,...,k, then

a = ld,(A'(lF)(y,S(i,,a,,...,i(,a,));a1,...,aJ/

(^(^Xy.^OLa,,...,!,,«,));«,,...^)

and

(30 « = A-(lf)(F,5(i1, a,,. ..,¡„af,(/,,...,,,))):

K(W)(Y,S*(ix,ax,...,\„at,(ik,...,/,))).

In fact, if ij > d(l, j),j = l,...,t, then by (1), (2) and (ld2) we have

a = ld^(L(y,5(i|,a,,...,i,,a,)); ax,...,ak)/

(L(Y,S*(\x,ax,...,i„a,));ax,...,ak)

<]dk(K(W)(Y,S(ll,*l,...,l„*l));ol,...,ok)/

(K(W)(Y,S*(ix,»x,...,it,at);ox,...,ok))

<ldk(K(W)(Y,S(d(\,l),ax,...,á(\,t),»,);al,...,ak)/

{K(W){Y,S*(d(l,l),ax,...,d(l,t),al);ax,...,ak)) = a

which verifies (2') for the appropriate ¡,. An analogous argument can be used to

establish (3') for sufficiently large i, and ij.

Now, let iy>d(l, j),j= l,...,t, and x E L n K(W)(S(\X,&X,.. .,\„a,)). Then

there exist /,,... ,ik with iJ » a(l, j), j — 1,... ,/c, such that

x ELn A- (W)(S(ix, a,, ...,i„a„ (/*,..., /,))).

It will be shown that

xei(lf)(y,S(i„a„...,i„a„(/t,...,l2),(fl(l,l))))

= K(W)(Y,S(ix,ax,...,\„a„(ik,...,i2,a(l,l)))).

(Uk=l replace K (W)(Y, S(i,,a„... ,i„a„(í¿,... ,/'2),(a(l, 1)))) above and below

with K (W)(Y, S(ix,nx>... ,i„(aj,... ,a2, a(l,l)))). Note that when k = 1, kt = 2.)

If not, there is ay, > a(l, 1) such that

xEK(W)(Y,S(il,*x,...,it,al,(ik,...,i2,jl)))

but

x0:K(W)(Y,S*(ix,ax,...,it,at,(ik,...,i2,jx))).
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Using Theorem III of the introduction in [3] we have

a = K(W)(Y,S(ix,ax,...,il,a„(ik,...,l2,jx))):

K(W)(Y,S*(ix,äx,...,i„ai,(ik,...,i2,jx)))

>K(W)(Y,S(ii,*x,...,it,*„(ik,...,i2,jx))):

K(W)(Y,S*(ix,»x,...,it,*t,(ik,...,i2,jx)),x)

>L(Y,S{ix,*x,...,it,*„(ik,...,i2,jx))):

L(Y,S*(ix,ax,...,il,a„(ik,...,i2,jx))) = a,

a contradiction.

Further, if L, > d(l, j),j = \,...,t, iJ > a(l, j),j = l,...,k, and

xELnK(W)(Y,S(ix,*x,...,it,»„(ik,...,i2),(a(l,l))))

(see the last parenthetical remark for the correct notation when k — I), then x can

be expressed as a quotient, P/Q, of polynomials in the elements of

D=Y~pZ(k,,k,...,i2,a(l,l))        |p=   Ç «fcr,1 ■•■^++,1)

with coefficients in K (W )(S(\X, a,,..., i„ a,, (ik,...,i2),(a(l,\)))). Setting xQ = P,

noting that D is algebraically independent over

L(S(i„a„...,i,,a„(/,,...,/2),(a(l,l))))

(Corollary 4, §2) and equating corresponding nonzero coefficients (assuming x ¥= 0),

we see that

xEK(W){S(ix,ax,...,il,iil,(ik,...,i2),{a(\,\)))).

If k = 0, replace (1) above with (1') below.

(1') « = L(y,S(i1,a1,...,i„aí)):L(y,5*(i1,a1,...,ií,a,))

if ij> d(l, j), j = l,...,t. Arguments analogous to those used above show there

exists a finite set V E L such that if W D V,(Y) remains valid when L is replaced by

K ( W >. As above, one can show that if i,, > d(l, j),j = l,...,t, then

LnK(W)(S(ix,Sxx,...,i„al))EK(W)(S*(ix,ax,...,il,a,)).

Since o,,...,o,_, map S*(i,,a,,... ,i,,a,) into itself, it follows that if c, > a, then

LHA'(ir>(5(i1,a1,...,¡,_1,af_l,ií,c,))cA:(lF)(5*(i1,a1,...,ií,aí)).

Hence,

Ln^(lf)(s*(il,al,...1i,„1,a,_l,(/trl./,+2,/,+ 1rl),a,))

ç.A-<W)(S*(i.,a,,...,i„a,)).

Inductively it follows that tip>0 then

LnK(W)(s*(ix,ax,...,\t_x,a,_x,(ik_x,...,iji+2,iJi+x +p),*,))

çK(W)(S*(ix,»x,...,it,*t)).
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Hence, if i, > d( 1, j),j = 1,..., t, and aJ +, is the last component of d( 1, t ) then

Lni(rf)(5(i„al,...,i„a,))

CLnï{w)(s*(l„i.I(-,,»(-i,(itri.'j^.'a+i + 0'a<))

CJC<Wr)(s*(il,«„...,if_„al_I,(i*,-i,...,¿y,+2.fl/,+i).»»))

CJT(»r)(s(l„a„...,ií_„a(_I,(iA_1,...,//i+2),(a/f+I)))

which establishes the lemma for & = 0. (The appropriate modification in notation is

necessary here when7, + 2 = k,_x. (See the statement of the lemma.)

If Ac = 1 it follows from our work above that

LnK(W)(S(ix,ax,...,it,»1))EK(W)(s(ix,2ix,...,il,{aJi,...,a2,a(l,l))))

if W D Vw and L > d(l, j),j = \,...,t. Apply the induction hypothesis with k = 0

to find positive integers &„,...,6 +,;...;bk _,,...,fy+2, a nonnegative a; +, and a

finite subset K of L containing F(1) such that if/'„> ¿>„,.. .,i7| + 1 > fy+iî...;/*    _i

> V,-i.'),+2 > fy,+a and ^ 3 ^then

L r\K(W)(S(iu ■„..., i„a,))

çi(H')(s(il,al,...,i,_l,a1_l,(it_.iii+2),(vi)])-

(The appropriate modification in notation is necessary here if &,_, =j, + 2. See the

statement of the lemma.) This estabhshes the lemma when k = 1.

If A: > 1, apply the induction hypothesis to find nonnegative integral vectors

d(ß,j), ß = 2,...,k,j= l,...,t, nonnegative integers a(ß, j), ß = 2,...,k,j =

ß,...,k and finite subsets Viß) of L, ß = 2,...,k with d(/3, j) s* d(ß - I, j),

j= \,...,t,ß = 2,...,k,a(ß,j)>a(ß- l, j),ß = 2,...,k,j = ß,...,k and V^

2 K(/3-D ß = 2,...,k, such that for 0 = l,...,k- 2 if (fD K"w, L, > d(j8, y),

; = 1,...,/, and iy. > o(j8, y),y = ß,...,t, then

Ln^(H')(s(il,a„...,i„a,>(/„...,i/i+1),(a(i,J8))))

CÄ'<^>(5(i1,aI,...,i„a/,(it,...,//8+2),(a(j8+ 1,0+1))))

and

LnÂ'(lF>(s(i1,a„...,i,)a/,(ifc),(a(fc-l,fc-l))))

Cl.ni:<FF>(s(ilfaI,...,i<,(a>|,...,aikf,a(*, *)))).

Apply the induction hypothesis again to find integral vectors d(k + I, j),j = l,...,t

integers a(k + 1, j), j = 1,... ,k, and a finite subset V of L with d(A: + 1, j) >

d(k,j),j= l,...,t,a(k+ l,j)>a(k,j),j= \,...,k, and FD F(A:) such that if

ij>d(k+ l,j),j= l,...,t, then

Lní<ÍK>(s(lI,«I,...,l„(aA,...,afcf,a(*,*))))

CJf<Wr>(s(i,,«„...,«l-„(iVi.-..íA+a)'(fly,+i)))
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where a+ is the last coordinate of d(k + 1, t). [If k,_x = jt + 2 this last contain-

ment should read

LnK(W){s(ix,*l,...,il,{aji,...,aki,a(k,k))))

ÇK(W)(s(ix,*l,...,il_2,{aJi_u...,aki_f,aJiJ)).

Theorem 1. // 9H/DC is finitely generated and E/DC is a subextension of 91L/DC then

£/DC is finitely generated.

Proof. The proof is by induction on n (the number of transforming operators).

When n = 1, Theorem 1 is Theorem XVIII of Chapter 5 in [3],

Let n > I, and 5 be a finite set of generators of 91L/DC. Using a proof similar to

that of the above lemma when k = 0 one can find a finite subset V(X) of L and

integers a(l, l),...,a(l, n) such that if i, > (a(l, «),...,a(l, 1)) then

LH K(W)(S(ix)) EK(W)(S((i„,...,i2),(a(l,l))))

for any finite subset W of L containing F(1). Proceeding inductively and using

Lemma 2 we can find subsets Vi2\..., Vin) and sets of nonnegative integers

a(k, k),...,a(k, n), k = 2,...,n, with V(k) D F(*_1) and a(k, k) >

a(k — I, k),...,a(k, n) > a(k — 1, n) for k = 2,...,« such that iork — 2,... ,n — 1

if IF is a finite subset of L containing V{k) then

LnK(W)(S((i„,...,lk),(a(k-l,k-l))))

EK(W)(S((,„,...,ik+x),(a(k,k))))

and

L nK(W)(S((i„),(a(n - 1, « - 1)))) Ç tf <W)(S((a(n, »))))

if (/„,...,ik) s= (a(A:, «),...,a(k, k)) and /„ > a(n, n), respectively.

Now, let x E L. There exist nonnegative integers /,,... ,in with ik > a(k, k) for

k = l,...,n such that x E K(S(in,.. -,ix)). Hence,

x6LnX(F<"»)(S((i.,i,)))

ELnK(V^)(S((ln,...,i2),(a(l,l))))

ELnK(V^)(S((in,...,i3),(a(2,2))))

E---ELnK(V^)(S((ln),(a(n-l,n-l))))

ÇLfl K <F<">>(5((a(/j, «)))).

Hence,L ç A-(F<")>(S((a(«, /i)))).

Now,

(jf<FC)>(S((a(n,n)));a1,...,an_1))/(ír<K^>;a1,...,an_1)

is finitely generated. (Ua^n)o'(/(S) is a finite set of generators.) Hence, by the

induction hypothesis (L: a,,.. -,an_x) = (K{V(n)); ax,...,a„_x)(A) for some finite

subset,4 of L. Since an(L) E L, L = K(V{"\ A).
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